
SMART GUIDE 
SUSTAINABILITY

This guide shares the EPFL Innovation Park’s vision and ambition on its Societal Impact. 
It presents Sustainability programs and concrete tools and explains how to take

advantage of them to engage your company in a sustainability journey. 

Reception of EPFL Innovation Park opens
 from 8.00 to 12.00 and from 13.00 to 17.00

 
 

Location: EPFL Innovation Park, Building C (ground floor), 1015 Lausanne
Tel.: +41 21 353 80 00
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The term "sustainability strategy" is on everyone's lips at the moment, but what does it mean?
A sustainability strategy defines how a company commits to a sustainable development and takes
responsibility for the impact of its activity. Therefore, every company (from start-up to large
corporation) has the opportunity to contribute to the sustainable development of our society and
our environment.

INTRODUCTION
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This Guide shares the EPFL Innovation Park’s vision and ambition on its societal impact. It provides
detailed information on the sustainability programs offered to the companies of the Park, as well as
concrete tools and checklists to facilitate the integration of sustainability within your company.

This guide will evolve to reflect your comments and feedback over time.

Why this guide? 

Why is it important to develop a sustainability strategy?

Take a competitive advantage and
increase market share

Create a strong employer brand

Access smart funding

Install trust among stakeholders

Develop the company & ensure its
viability and success in the long term

Anticipate new regulations and better
control risks

In order to define objectives that really benefit the company, it is essential to define the relevant
stakeholders, both internal and external, and to involve them in a structured dialogue. This
dialogue will enable your company to better understand what is important to your stakeholders in
terms of sustainability and to align your processes and products with their feedback and needs.

What are the key advantages of a sustainability strategy?

Why are stakeholders important to define your key commitments?

Improve the company image



EPFL Innovation Park has a strong ambition: 

A common mindset and commitment to sustainable development is promoted and deployed within
the Park, which offers concrete programs & tools and provides opportunities for open discussions
on the subject.

A Sustainability Charter has been developed to foster this collective mindset within the Park in
favor of Sustainable development. 

Find the charter on appendix 1 in English. It is also available in French.

The vision and societal impact of the EPFL Innovation Park 
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Therefore, developing a sustainability strategy makes then perfect sense. However, it is not primarily
about the strategy itself, but about setting sustainable goals as a company, defining concrete
measures and implementing them.

Be a dynamic ecosystem maximizing the transfer of innovations to the economy 
for a positive impact on society, while limiting its impact on the environment.

Roxane Meyer
Services Coordinator
meyer@epfl-innovationpark.ch • 021 353 80 29 

Emma Dorée
Head of Sustainability & Real Estate Services
doree@epfl-innovationpark.ch • 021 353 80 21

Géraldine Fiol 
Sustainability Consultant
sustainability@epfl-innovationpark.ch • 021 353 80 27  
To book a meeting: 

The Sustainability team

https://calendly.com/geraldinefiol/epfl-innovationpark-sustainability

mailto:meyer@epfl-innovationpark.ch
mailto:meyer@epfl-innovationpark.ch
mailto:meyer@epfl-innovationpark.ch
mailto:meyer@epfl-innovationpark.ch
mailto:meyer@epfl-innovationpark.ch
https://calendly.com/geraldinefiol/epfl-innovationpark-sustainability
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Théo Bouchardy 
Real Estate Administrator

Nikolina Maric 
Services Coordinator

Anne Morel  
Accountant 

Simone Terrapon
Human Resources

Jean-Luc Menetrey 
Infrastructure Manager

Micaël Ferreira  
Maintenance Technician

Björn Ignell
Marketing & Course 

Manager

The GreenTeam

Furthermore, our internal operations are supported by an active GreenTeam representing all of our
departments: Sustainability, Infrastructures, Real Estate, Training, HR, Accounting and of course our
executive management.

On a regular basis, we will communicate on our progress especially when impacting our common
infrastructures in the Park.

Emma Dorée
Head of Sustainability 
& Real Estate Services

Géraldine Fiol
Sustainability Consultant

Roxane Meyer 
Services Coordinator

Jean-Philippe Lallement 
Managing Director

Vincent Mahé 
Architect/Project Manager



SUSTAINABILITY INITIATIVES 
WITHIN THE PARK
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EPFL Innovation Park is Ecosystem Partner of the Swiss Triple Impact (STI) program. This program is a
simple, 3-step pathway supporting companies to integrate Sustainability within their strategy and
make concrete commitments for the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs).

As Ecosystem Partner, EPFL Innovation Park hosts STI workshops at the Park and offers its companies
reduced price conditions to access the STI program.

If you want to receive more information about the next cohorts, get in touch with us at
sustainability@epfl-innovationpark.ch

Swiss Triple Impact program - STI

The fact that the Park proposes a program that is affordable and
concrete helped me to convince my management and to engage
them in the process. They understood the impact that this approach
would have on the company's business and image.
Yasmina Sandoz, Marketing & Communications Director, Global ID 

’’ 

‘‘

Link: https://www.swisstripleimpact.ch. See appendix 3: STI presentation (EN)

Several sustainability programs and initiatives are deployed within the Park in order to support your
company to contribute to a positive impact on society and the environment.

Testimonial from EPFL Innovation Park participants 

The Swiss Triple Impact program gave me the opportunity to step
back and align my actions with my vision, to better understand how
to prioritize them and select those that make sense for my core
business in order to have the greatest possible impact.
Sefkat Hotin, Founder, Everwise 

’’ 

‘‘

mailto:sustainability@epfl-innovationpark.ch
https://www.swisstripleimpact.ch/
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Format: Open discussions during lunch break
When: Every 2nd Thursday of each month from 12:30 to 1:30pm 
Where: Neptune room in Building C - 1st floor 
Who: Anyone working in a company at EPFL Innovation Park, with an interest in corporate
sustainability

A monthly event to network with other companies of the Park, exchange, raise questions and share
company needs on Sustainability matters. 

Contact us at sustainability@epfl-innovationpark.ch if you would like to receive an automatic invite in
your agenda. 

Business Creation for Social Entrepreneurs: to support you in building your social business,
receive concrete answers to your project/company-specific questions, specify your plans and
consolidate your entrepreneurial knowledge.
Business Growth for Social Entrepreneurs: to support you in the growth of your company by
developing a concrete business development strategy for your social business.

EPFL Innovation Park has developed two trainings on social entrepreneurship:

To learn more: 
SE Business Creation: https://www.startup-campus.ch/en/innosuisse-en/business-creation/
SE Business Growth: https://www.startup-campus.ch/en/innosuisse-en/business-growth/

Social entrepreneurship training

Sustainability Leaders Think Tank - SLTT 

A dedicated channel of the app to receive the latest news and
events in relation to Sustainability and soft mobility, or to share
relevant info by the members of the group.

Click on the following link for further information: https://epfl-
innovationpark.ch/working-here/inno-park-app

When connected on the app, ask to join the sub-group
“Sustainability” by clicking on “Join”.

Private mobile application EPFL Inno Park: Sustainability

https://epflinnopark.minsh.com/launch.html

mailto:sustainability@EPFLinnovationpark.ch
https://www.startup-campus.ch/en/innosuisse-en/business-creation/
https://www.startup-campus.ch/en/innosuisse-en/business-growth/
https://epfl-innovationpark.ch/working-here/inno-park-app
https://epflinnopark.minsh.com/launch.html


A large offer of public transportations
Carsharing offer via www.mobility.ch
PubliBike station
ParkShare
Electric charging stations

Sustainable mobility is promoted on the EPFL campus and on the EPFL Innovation Park: 

Smart Guide Mobility available here.

A SUSTAINABLE ECOSYSTEM

Since 2002, the EPFL campus, including the EPFL Innovation Park, has been certified by the
Nature&Economy Foundation for its natural facilities promoting biodiversity.

Campus certified ‘’nature & economy’’
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In 2019, a carbon footprint assessment has been conducted about EPFL Innovation Park activities in
order to measure and take concrete actions to reduce its carbon emissions.
Study available in Appendix 2.

Carbon footprint assessment

Mobility

You have also access to food vending machine with sustainable products in buildings E and I
and locally produced ice cream in building D.

EPFL including EPFL Innovation Park are taking concrete steps to provide high-quality food choices
that are sustainable, seasonal and locally sourced at all restaurants and food outlets.
 

Sustainable Food

An EcoMenu has been deployed in the restaurants of the campus.
It complements the NutriScore. On a scale from A to E, one will
inform you about the nutritional quality of a dish served in the EPFL
kitchens. And the other, on its environmental impact. A simple and
transparent tool to guide you in your daily meal choices. 

Too good to go. In order to enhance the value of unsold food, reduce food waste and fight
climate change (food waste is responsible for 8% of greenhouse gas emissions in the world), the
Puur cafeteria is partnering with the Too Good To Go movement.
To learn more: https://actu.epfl.ch/news/too-good-to-go/

http://www.mobility.ch/
https://uploads-ssl.webflow.com/627cb49ee9c8c230cfca9d37/627cb49ee9c8c24821ca9dfc_EPFL_MSG_MOB_ACTIVE_EN.pdf
https://www.naturundwirtschaft.ch/fr/
https://www.epfl.ch/about/sustainability/biodiversity/
https://actu.epfl.ch/news/too-good-to-go/
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As a company located in the Park, you have access to a list of recommended suppliers. A category
of service providers with a sustainable approach has been recently added: from CSR consulting to
mobility options and business gifts & goodies.

Access the list: https://epfl-innovationpark.ch/approved-suppliers/

You can also promote a supplier which you would consider relevant to our community and which
provided you with high-quality service or product: https://epfl-innovationpark.ch/working-
here/approved-suppliers

Approved suppliers

Private mobile app EPFL InnoPark : Give, rent, buy and sell

SENS Foundation eRecycling

At EPFL Innovation Park, we promote circular economy processes, encourage sustainable
consumption, waste reduction and resources preservation.
 

And if you want to learn more about Circular Economy at a business level, we recommend the
following report: Etudes - CleantechAlps (cleantech-alps.com)

Circular Economy at the Park

A channel of the mobile App EPFL InnoPark to exchange with other companies based in the
Park on pieces of furniture and equipment to give, buy or sell.
When connected on the app’, ask to join the sub-group “Give, rent, buy and sell” by clicking on
“Join”.

The SENS Foundation, in order to contribute to environment resource protection, is recycling
used electrical and electronic equipment, luminaires and light sources. 
https://www.erecycling.ch/en/

Waste management

Energy use

The challenge of sustainability is to guide society towards a way to satisfy the needs of all
individuals, nowadays and tomorrow, while respecting planetary limits. The EPFL Innovation Park is
acting in this way while also assuming its duty to set an example.

Infrastructures

The EPFL Innovation Park offers many recycling solutions including glass, paper, cardboard,
plastic, PET, electronics, printer cartridges, neon lights, coffee capsules, etc. Our ambition is to
reduce the amount of waste produced at the EPFL Innovation Park as well as to further
increase the recycling rate of the remaining waste.

The Park's electricity is currently 50% hydroelectric and 50% photovoltaic, but a project to
switch to even greener, 100% photovoltaic energy is planned.

https://epfl-innovationpark.ch/approved-suppliers/
https://epfl-innovationpark.ch/working-here/approved-suppliers
https://www.cleantech-alps.com/en/etudes/details/leconomie-circulaire-une-opportunite-economique-et-environnementale-pour-la-suisse-0-1932


TOOLS & CHECK-LISTS
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A guide to detail and promote alternative solutions to the private car in order to limit traffic on the
roads and act on climate change. Download it here.

Smart Guide Mobility

A practical check list to set sustainability-oriented goals for your event on and off the Park. 
Download it here.

Checklist for sustainable events

A report from EPFL on Digital Sustainability (in french).
https://zeroemission.group.pdf

Digital sustainability

Further information can be found at https://epfl-innovationpark.ch/societal-impact/walk-the-talk

EPFL Innovation Park website

You may find this guide not exhaustive or wish to make some comments. If so,
please do not hesitate to contact me, I will take into consideration any
suggestion.

Roxane Meyer - Services Coordinator
meyer@epfl-innovationpark.ch • 021 353 80 29

https://uploads-ssl.webflow.com/627cb49ee9c8c230cfca9d37/627cb49ee9c8c24821ca9dfc_EPFL_MSG_MOB_ACTIVE_EN.pdf
https://uploads-ssl.webflow.com/627cb49ee9c8c230cfca9d37/62a0c0b4a5b90e6f5bb05268_EIP%20Event%20Checklist%20Version%202%20%E2%80%93%20May%202022%20.pdf
https://zeroemission.group/wp-content/uploads/2021/03/Rapport_SN_A4v1.31.10.pdf
https://epfl-innovationpark.ch/societal-impact/walk-the-talk
mailto:meyer@epfl-innovationpark.ch
mailto:meyer@epfl-innovationpark.ch


APPENDICES

1. Sustainability Charter (available in French as well)
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2. Carbon footprint assessment
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3. Swiss Triple Impact tailored for the companies of the Park
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4. Eco-gesture @ work
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